nanoSSD
The most compact SSD storage solution for any portable small device in the Internet
of Things (IoT) applications

www.innodisk.com
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In today’s technology, the Internet plays an important role in changing how we
work, connect, and communicate with individuals in consumer and industrial
markets. The Internet continues to be one of the most important and powerful
creations in technology. It has advanced the ability to gather, analyze, and
distribute data using well developed systems and applications. The evolution of
the Internet has spawned the Internet of Things (IoT). IoT ushers in the industrial
applications to wireless environment and frames the design of computing systems.
The core foundations of IoT include Data Analytics and Device Connectivity.
These segments allow IoT smart devices to speak to each other. Additionally,
due to the advancement of technology and production, more and more
handheld devices are taking on a smaller design without compromising
performance and functionality.
To support this evolution, Innodisk focused on the portable device’s progressively
smaller design size and developed the nanoSSD storage solution. Its BGA package
design boosts thermal performance while it increases anti-shock capabilities and
data transfer speeds. In addition, it provides better performance via SATA interface
compared to the eMMC storage that hand-held devices have traditionally used in
the past.

Characteristics of Innodisk’s nanoSSD
Storage Solutions :
• Small Package with Large Capacity
• Idle Power Saving lowers consumption up to 35%
• Faster Data Transfer Speed in comparison to
eMMC Storage
• Better Thermal Solutions and Shock-Proof
Performance via BGA Package Design
• Easy Layout Circuit Design. Only requires 3 Power
Rails (1.2V/1.8V/3.3V), Crystal (25MHz) and SATA
signal lines
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The
Advantages
of our
Products

Solution:

Challenge 1:

Smaller design with the
nanoSSD Storage Solution

More and more
hand-held devices
with compact designs

Innodisk’s nanoSSD mainatains the
same capacity with smaller product
dimensions as compared to traditional
SSDs. Only 1% of the nanoSSD
provides similar capacity, while
managing the space constraint of
handheld devices.

Challenge 2:

Solution:

Hand-held devices
require longer
battery run times

Dynamic power management
design consumes less power
Because handheld devices are
battery operated, they need to be
energy efficient. The compact size of
the nanoSSD increases space for
larger battery cells to support
additional power capacity and allow
better power management. In addition,
Innodisk’s firmware and hardware
design capabilities allow the nanoSSD
to save up to 30% power consumption
in idle mode.

IDLE Power Consumption

30% Saving
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Solution:

Challenge 3:

The nanoSSD with SATA III
interface provides faster
data transfer speed

Handheld devices of
IoT era requires a new
generation of data
transfer speed

With the advent of wireless
communication and networking
technologies, the Internet enabled
handheld devices need to process
data quickly. This requires the
embedded storage product to reliably
perform whether it communicates
from the Cloud or other devices.
Therefore, Innodisk’s nanoSSD with
SATA III interface provides speeds
up to 550MB/s, which is faster than
which is faster than the eMMC
storage of 104MB’s and up to 5X
the data transfer speed.

Challenge 4:

Solution:

Industrial-grade
handheld devices
should operate in
harsh environments

The BGA package is a highly
reliable design
The BGA package design used to
mount and manage the
performance of the PCB board’s
elevated, integrated circuit
temperature, and its vibration and
shock, can cause problems on many
types of handheld devices. The
nature of the nanoSSD design will
allow the device to endure
a variety of harsh environments,
such as extreme cold and hot
operating conditions within
a high-vibrating system.

Solution:

Challenge 5:

Design Manual for simplified
implementation

System designers worry
about long development
cycles when integrating
another IC.

Innodisk’s design manual provides
a user friendly experience when
implementing the nanoSSD. Its visual
layout has been simplified to 3 power
rails (1.2V, 1.8V, 3.3V), a crystal
(25MHz), and the SATA signals.
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Application Story
NanoSSD Delivers for Portable Communications
High performance product solution for a military application
communication device.

A North American system’s integration customer approached Innodisk

The Situation

needing a solution for their military communications device. The
challenge was to replace the current solution in their system because it
no longer met the necessary requirements to support their storage media.
They wanted a compact sized, high performance solution that could run
off a battery and was rugged enough to support anti-vibration and
anti-shock capabilities. This customer was running out of time to deliver
their final product to their end user.

The Solution

During the discovery process for the scope of work requested, the
Innodisk firmware team recognized that the device had to operate in
an outdoor application and under harsh conditions. After confirming
the customer’s projected requirements, the team recommended the
nanoSSD 3ME as a replacement solution. The nanoSSD’s compact
form factor allowed mounting on to the customer’s platform. This
was ideal because it could be powered off the board’s power supply.
In addition to being mounted on the board, the nanoSSD 3ME met
the anti-vibration and anti-shock qualifications to operate in rugged
conditions. To support all of the requirements for their storage device,
the team calibrated the product to pass the strict temperature testing.
Working with the customer, the nanoSSD 3ME passed all testing
requirements and the team was successful in meeting the customer’s
deadline. Innodisk delivered effectively on all levels of the project.

There was no doubt the customer was under pressure to find a viable
solution. Innodisk exceeded their expectations. The firmware team
demonstrated their commitment to recognize all aspects of the project.
They understood the nuances of the customer’s device and provided
document guides that saved their engineering team in design time and
cost. The technical collaboration and strong communications gained trust
and loyalty that strengthened the partnership. This best practice provided
a strong well-developed process and technical communications pathway
between the client and Innodisk. The result was another project offering
from the company that delivered additional business.
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The Pay Off

nanoSSD

Model Name

nanoSSD 3IE

Key Features
Interface
Flash Type
Capacity

nanoSSD 3ME

SATA III 6.0Gb/s
iSLC

SLC

MLC

8~32GB

2~16GB

8~64GB

480/270

450/200

Max. Channel
Sequential R/W (MB/sec, max.)

nanoSSD 3SE
1. Included controller and flash combined into a BGA package
2. High performance using the SATA III interface
3. Compliant with JEDEC MO-276 SPEC
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Max. Power Consumption

480/160

2.5W

Thermal Sensor

N

External DRAM Buffer

N

iCell

N

TRIM

N

ATA Security

Y

S.M.A.R.T

Y

Dimension (WxLxH/mm)

16.0 x 20.0 x 1.7

Environment

Shock: 1500G@0.5ms Storage Temperature: -55°C ~ +95°C MTBF: >3 million hours

Standard Temp. OP (0°C~+70°C)

DHNSD-XXXD062C***

DENSD-XXXD06SC***

DENSD-XXXD06SC***

Wide Temp. OP (-40°C~+85°C)

N/A

DENSD-XXXD06SW***

N/A

Note

XXX = density (02GB=02G, 04GB=04G, 08GB=08G, 16GB=16G, 32GB=32G, 64GB=64G, 128GB=A28, 256GB=B56, 512GB=C12 )
***= flash configuration (internal control code)
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Absolute Service
Service is not just what we do. It’s who we are.

Absolute Service is our pledge and our guide. It
infuses everything we do at Innodisk.
Absolute Service is our promise to deliver
the most comprehensive service in every
situation. It’s the philosophy that guides us
in all interactions with our customers and
business partners. It’s the spirit of friendliness
and enthusiasm that fills each member of the
Innodisk team.
Absolute Service is our absolute commitment to
our customers.
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For more warranty details, please contact the Innodisk Sales Department or visit our website:
www.innodisk.com
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